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Abstract 
 

The traditional approach to prevent fatigue was through the limitations in the 

flight time and the duty time which are given by Flight Time Limitation 

(FTL) Schema. This can be done by limiting the number of hours aircrew can 

work and specifying the minimum rest time which is required before the   

commencement of   each flight duty period.The proposed system will 

consider the details like the work hours, sleep hours of the crew of the flight 

trips rather than the limitation of the flight time and duty time. It supports the 

safe application of such FTL Schemes by recognizing the need for aircrew to 

be adequately rested and mitigating the fatigue before the start of the duty 

and during flying duties by facilitating both proactive and reactive 

interventions in relation to the implementation of FTL Schemes. It is useful 

for the management of crew mainly due to a fact that lack of knowledge 

about the fatigue and related dangers has led to several aviation accidents and 

incidents. This paper analyses and reports the risks related to issues of fatigue 

with regard to air transport, thus ensures the safety of airline operations. The 

Fatigue Mitigation and Sleep Prediction aims to ensure that the crew 

members can operate at an expected level and are sufficiently alert. The 

proposed system seeks to achieve a balance among the safety, productivity 

and the cost of the crew and it aims at continuously monitoring the fatigue 

and mitigate it as much as possible and thereby reducing the complete risk of 

the pilot. The Proposed System takes three important points called work,  
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sleep and fatigue and the model is constructed. These three contribute the 

Three Point Model(TPM).In case of any deviation of the actual planned trips 

the proposed system gives  a  way  to  edit  the  work  and  sleep details and 

can be used to generate the TPM Model with the updated details. Therefore it 

is useful for re-computation of the risks at multiple points in a flight journey. 
 

Keywords: FTL Schema, Fatigue Mitigation,sleep prediction, Three Point 

Model,Sustainable. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

At first, it is important to explain why fatigue is being discussed. In 

recent years, fatigue has become a real concern for most of the air operators. 

Due to the estimated doubling of air transport by 2020, a   lot of focus   is 

being given to fatigue.    Fatigue    is a state caused    by performing 

comprehensive and highly responsible tasks that should be seen as a clear 

operational risk, because it reduces both attention and performance. 

Management of risks caused by fatigue of flight crews can contribute to 

increasing the level of aviation safety[1][2]. 

In recent years, management systems have been implemented to areas of 

safety, but also to other areas that could negatively     affect operations    of 

aviation organizations.      Using     safety management systems, risks are 

being mitigated, however new threats emerge. That applies to fatigue  as  

well,  as  it had  not been  understood  well and  had been  hard  to measure 

until recently. Employed strategies for fatigue management begin to provide 

solutions for individual employees and organizations to better deal with this 

threat and related risks. 

Fatigue results in the decreased capability to perform mental or physical 

work, it may also lead to a state where an individual can no longer perform a 

task. These can be the effects of inadequate sleep, excessive task duration. 

Fatigue has been mentioned as the key factor for many several serious 

accidents.    For   example,  Colgan   Air flight in 2009, Air India Express in 

2010 or Air Berlin in 2012, when the crew requested emergency landing in 

Munich due to extreme fatigue of pilots. Another example is in 2007, when 

an aircraft with nearly 288 passengers on board came off the runway. This 

incident took place in Iceland and upon investigation it has come to light that 

fatigue was the reason. Keeping all the accidents and pilot’s fatigue, new 

requirements came in terms of fatigue management and mitigation. 

The factors such as long and unpredictable working hours, insufficient 

sleep and circadian disruptions contribute to the pilot’s fatigue. Any 

deviation from the general “nine to five” shifts may disrupt the opportunity 

for eight hours sleep at night. These kinds of disruptions and deviations can 

lead to high levels of subjective fatigue and eventually lead to accidents and 

low performances. 
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The   Proposed   System   is   a data driven means of continuously 

evaluating the risks and thereby managing fatigue [3], this is achieved by 

means of several scientific principles and knowledge as well as the 

operational experience of the several aircrafts. The main aim is to   predict 

the sleep which the crew should follow and to show the peak points of the 

fatigue during the flight journey and thereby indicating the risk of that 

particular journey. 

 

1.1 Scope of The Project 
 

a)  To mitigate the risk of the fatigue of the pilot. 

b)  Reduction of number of incidents and accidents related to mistakes 

caused by fatigue, which might be connected to the financial costs or impact

 on      the      operator’s reputation. 

c) Reduction of number of crew absences connected to fatigue. 

d) Recruiting  and  keeping  crew members through     the     use of” 

fatigue friendly” lists, providing better working conditions. 

 

1.2 Literature Survey 

 

Sleep prediction and fatigue mitigation can be done using several 

scientific methods/scales. For monitoring the crew members fatigue and to 

reduce the risk of the aircraft the following two important things should be 

considered while choosing a scale. 

1)  Is the process easy and quick? 

2)  Is it compatible to compute at multiple time points across the flight? 

Here are the lists of scales/ methods [4] which can be used for the sleep 

and fatigue prediction of the pilot. 

 

1.3 KSS Model 
 

This scale measures the subjective level of sleepiness at a particular time. 

KSS [5] vary according to various parameters. Scale of KSS 

1 = the crew member is extremely alert 

3 = the crew member is alert 

5 = It is the neutral state of the crew member where he is neither alert nor 

sleepy 

7 = the crew member is sleepy but he has no difficulty remai 

9 = the crew member is extremely sleepy 

 
1.4 The SAMN-Perelli Crew Status Check 

 

This scale measures only the current fatigue and asks people to rate the 

current level of fatigue.  The value ranges for 7 values. 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Scale is as follows 

1 = the crew member is completely awake 

2 = A Little fatigue but no difficulty for crew member 

3 = Neutral Situation 

4 = the crew member ios a little tired 

5 = the crew member is moderately tired 

6= Situation of   extreme tiredness and it is not possible for crew member 

to concentrate 

7= Situation where crew member is completely exhausted and he can no 

longer function effectively 

 

1.5 The Jenkins Sleep Scale 
 

The assessment is through a questionnaire which consists of 4 items. It 

assesses the sleep quality and the difficulty falling asleep in the previous 

month. These four-item question will help in evaluating the sleep difficulties. 

The Scale is as follows: 

0 - never 

1- Once in 3 days 

2- Once in 4 to 7 days 

3- Once in 8 to 14 days 

4- Once in 15 to 21 days 

5 - Once in 22 to 30 days. 

Questions of the Jerkins Sleep Scale 

●  Difficulty falling asleep? 

● Frequent awakenings during the night 

● Trouble remaining asleep 

● Subjective feelings of fatigue and sleepiness 

The   sample   list   of   ning awake questions   of   the 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

● Have trouble falling asleep? 

● Wake up several times per night but did not have trouble falling 

asleep again? 

 

1.6 Epworth Sleepiness Scale 
 

The assessment is through a questionnaire which consists of 8 items. This 

helps in the finding the level of sleepiness    and    fatigue    in    the    daily 

situations. The crew members are asked to give a rating between one and 

three. Scale of Epworth Sleepiness Scale [6] is as follows 

0 - probability of crew members falling asleep is almost zero. 

1-   Probability   of   crew member falling asleep is in control 

2- Probability of falling asleep is relatively high and may result in 

fatigue. 
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3 - There is a very high probability that the crew members fall asleep. 

 

1.7 The Fatigue Severity Scale 
 

This Scale contains the 9 value range for the assessment of fatigue and 

sleepiness It measures the severity of the fatigue and its corresponding 

effects on the   person’s lifestyle and activities. Scale is as follows 

1- Strongly disagree. 

3- Partially disagree 

5- Neutral 

7- Partially agree 

9-    Strongly agree. 

The   sample   list   of   questions   of   the QUESTIONNAIRE 

● My motivation is lower when I am fatigued. 

● Fatigue causes frequent problems for me. 

● I am easily fatigued. 

● My fatigue prevents sustained physical functioning. 

● Fatigue interferes with my work, family, or social life. 

 

2 Terminology 
 

Schedule: Contains the details of a particular flight. It consists of several 

schedule details/duty periods. 

Schedule Detail/Duty Period: A single schedule consists of one or more 

Schedule details or duty periods .It is the time when from commencement of 

a journey or more than one journey until the completion including post-

activities (debrief) like engine shutdown. 

Fatigue:  Extreme tiredness resulting from mental or physical effort. 

Risk: Involves exposure to danger. 

Base Code/IATA Code [7]:  Base Code or IATA code is given by the 

Internal Air Transport Association to a particular airport. This code is used to 

uniquely identify an airport.(eg. Hyderabad -> HYD) 

TPM Data (Three Point Model)[8]: The sleep, work and the fatigue 

contribute to the three point model. 

Flight Time: A Period during which a particular aircraft remains 

airborne. Also called wheels-off to wheels-on time. 

Equipment: The type of cargo the flight carries refers to the equipment 

type. 

 DeadHead Flight/Non Revenue Flight: Which doesn’t 

bring any income to the flight organization is called a deadhead flight. 

Revenue Flight: The trips which bring income to the flight organization. 

Brief & Debrief: There will be a certain set of actions to be performed 

before the start of the journey and after the end of the journey like shutting 

down the engine and turning the control system up. The set activities  
 



 
 

 

 

 

performed before the start of the journey comes under brief and the set of 

activities performed after the end  of  the  journey comes under debrief[9]. 

Type: Type indicates the type of the flight. W     means     Revenue     

and    P     means Non-Revenue. 

Crew Count: The number of non-passenger members on-board on a 

particular flight is the crew count. 

 

3 Problem Definition 
 

Fatigue Mitigation and Sleep Prediction is mainly intended in providing 

risk analysis and sleep prediction for each trip. It can be achieved by running 

each trip against a set of predefined methods, thus giving a detailed list of 

fatigue associated and intervals of sleep required for each of the trip. It plays 

an important role in sleep prediction of the flight crew, thus reducing fatigue 

risk. 

Objective of this work is to develop a module which is useful for 

continuous sleep prediction for given trips and also helps the flight crew to 

analyze the risk   based on updated sleep conditions. Based on the trip details 

the KSS graph is plotted .We can analyze the sleep risk by changing the trip 

details to check what-if scenarios. The result is a graph model showing the 

sleep pressure. 

 

4 Data Modeling and Design 
 
4.1 Database Design 

 

 
 
                    Fig 1. Database Design  

 

Fig 1& 2 shows Database Design and data flow diagram. 
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Schedule is the complete journey (e.g: Hyderabad->Dubai).Each 

Schedule Detail consists of the trip of a journey (e.g: Hyderabad->Delhi and 

Delhi->Dubai) here the complete journey is divided into two trips. 

Schedule table consists of the entire journey details. Schedule Detail table 

consists of individual trips or journeys. It consists of the foreign key to the 

Schedule table. 

} 

 

Schedule Detail 

 

{ 

 

4.2 Input Data Format 
 

Schedule 

{ 

"scheduleID": 1, "scheduleNumber": "14", "baseLocation": "MEM", 

"aircraft": "77", 

"scheduleReferenceStart": "2020-07-10T00:00:00.000Z", 

"createdByName": "sleep_pred", 

"createdTimestamp": 

"2020-07-20T00:00:00.000Z", "deBrief": 30, 

"brief": 60 

"scheduleDetailID": 1, "flightNumber": "1", "origin": "HYD", 

"destination": "DEL", 

"scheduleDetailReferenceStart": "2020-07-23T00:00:00.000Z", 

"scheduleDetailReferenceEnd": "2020-07-24T00:00:00.000Z", 

"scheduleDetailScheduledStart": "2020-07-23T00:00:00.000Z", 

"scheduleDetailScheduledEnd": "2020-07-24T00:00:00.000Z", 

"scheduleID": 1, 

"createdByName": "sleep_pred", 

"createdTimestamp": "2020-07-20T00:00:00.000Z", 

"crewCount": 2, "type": "W", "segmentType": true 

} 

 

4.3 Data Flow Diagram 
 

Firstly, a schedule is created for any trip. Then, corresponding schedule 

details are added. Secondly, we can compute sleep with those details and 

compute risk. We can also edit the computed sleeps based on real time sleep 

conditions. Then, airlines can take measures to mitigate the risk. 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Dataflow diagram 
 

5 Algorithm  

computeSleepsAndKss(schedule)  

{ timeSegmentsWithSleeps = getTimeSegmentsWithSleeps(schedule); 

result.worksegments=schedule.scheduleDeta ils; 

result.sleepSegments[10]=getAllSleepSegm 

ents(timeSegmentsWithSleeps); 

//extract sleep segments from each duty dutyPeriod 

result.kssData=generateKssDataWithDifferentialEquations 

(worksegments, sleepSegments) 

return result; 

} 

((dutyPeriod.scheduleDetailsSize > 1)&& (timeElasped >= (8 * 60)))){ 

sleepSegmentsInFlight = getPossibleSleepWindowInPositioningFligh 

t(dutyPeriod); 

if (sleepSegmentsInFlight.size>0) { 

getActiveTimeSegments(schedule, baseAirport){ 

dutyPeriods=getDutyPeriodsFromSchedule( 

schedule); activeTimeSegments[]; for(dutyPeriod in dutyPeriods){ 

dutyShow=(dutyPeriod.startTime-60*ONE_ MINUTE); 

dutyEnd=(dutyPeriod.endTime+30*ONE_M INU 

sleepSegmentsInDuty = getSleepSegmentsInDuty(dutyPeriod); if 

(sleepSegmentsInDuty.size>0) { 

dutyPeriod.sleepSegments=sleepSegmentsIn 

Duty; 

} 

if(differenceInMins(dutyEnd,dutyShow)>8*60){ 

sleepSegmentsInFlight=getPossibleSleepWindowInRevenueFlight(dutyP

eriod); 

if (sleepSegmentsInFlight.size>0) { 
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dutyPeriod.availableSleepSegments=sleepSe gmentsInFlight;} 

} 

timeElasped=differenceInMins(dutyShow,d utyEnd); 

if (((dutyPeriod.scheduleDetailsSize == 1)&& (timeElasped >= (5 * 60))) 

||timeSegment.availableSleepSegments=sleep 

SegmentsInFlight; 

} 

} 

//ex: if crewCount is 4 and dutyHours is 10 then possible Sleep segment 

Timings would be s1-->1h,s2--->1h,s3-->3h,s4--->3h 

for(scheduleDetail in dutyPeriod.scheduleDetails){ 

sleepSegments+=calculateSleepSeg ment(scheduleDetail,sleepMap); 

} 

return sleepSegments; 

} 

} 

getSleepSegmentsInDuty(dutyPeriod){ 

maxTurnSegment=dutyPeriod.maxTurnSeg ment; 

//segment with max duration from prevSegment in a duty 

if(maxTurnSegment.time> 

minSleepTime){ 

return SleepSegment(maxTurnSegment.startTime, 

maxmaxTurnSegment.startTime + 

minSleepTime) 

} 

getPossibleSleepWindowInRevenueFlight(d utyPeriod){ 

sleepSegments[]; sleepMap[]=generateAlternateSleep HoursMap() 

//BasedOnCrewCountAndDutyDuration 

getPossibleSleepWindowInPositioningFligh 

} t(dutyPeriod){ 

sleepMap[]=generateAlternateSleep 

HoursMap() 

// BasedOnCrewCountAndDutyDurati on 

//ex: if crewCount is 4 and dutyHours is 10 then possible Sleep segment 

Timings would   be 

s1-->1h-->firstHalf,s2--->1h-->Seco ndHalf we divide scheduleDetail 

into two halves and allocate sleeps for each half; 

 

for(scheduleDetail in dutyPeriod.scheduleDetails){ 

sleepSegments+=calculateSleepSeg ment(scheduleDetail,sleepMap); 

} 

return sleepSegments; 

} 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

6 Results 
 

6.1 Schedule Creation 
 

A schedule can be created with the origin, equipment, start time, base, 

brief and debrief for each trip as shown in figure 3. 

 

6.2 Schedule Detail Creation 
 

Once a schedule is created, we can add schedule details i.e different flight 

segments for the corresponding trip. A schedule detail takes inputs like flight 

Number, flight Type, scheduled start and end dates, origin, destination, crew 

count as in figure 4. Initially actual start and end times are the same as 

scheduled ones. Once we can change it based on real time data. A single 

schedule can have multiple schedule details as shown in figure 5. 

 

6.3 Sleep Analysis 
 

Once the schedule and schedule details are created, we can use the 

proposed sleep analysis algorithm which takes a schedule as input and 

returns the sleep data with KSS values. Figure 6 shows the graph plotted by 

using minute to minute KSS data on y-axis and trip dates on x-axis. As the 

Work Segment increases the fatigue KSS also increases during the work 

segment and decreases once the start of the sleep segment. Thus this analysis 

can be used to generate the sleeps and also analyse the fatigue at each 

minute. Figure 7 gives the detailed view of the work segments and the 

generated sleep segments for the trip. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Schedule Creation 
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Figure 4 Schedule Detail Creation 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Schedule Details List 

 

 
Figure 6 Graph Depicting The Worksegments, Sleepsegments And KSS Values. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7 TPM Data for a Given Schedule 

 

7 Conclusion and Future Scope 
 

In general, it is difficult to assess one’s own details of predicted sleep 

level of fatigue as a human being can not very well evaluate whether the 

situation, when he is unable to react safely, has already arisen. But, with the 

help of this sleep prediction model the human being, more specifically the 

crew members can get predicted sleeps based on the scheduled working 

hours. so, that he can act accordingly. 

However in real time it is not possible to follow the predicted sleeps 

accurately. so, we can edit the predicted sleeps and schedule details and thus, 

can analyse and get predicted sleeps for future based on current sleeping 

conditions of the person. 

Future scope 

● With the help of this system we are able to analyze only the 

reactive and proactive risks. 

● But, there is a need for a predictive system by which we can use 

the current risk data to train the model and check the safety of the upcoming 

trips which comes as the next part of this Fatigue Mitigation and Sleep 

Prediction. 

● Thus,   this fatigue mitigation and sleep prediction     has     a    

huge contribution to the aviation industry. 
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